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INTRODUCTION

The concept of digital scholarship is much discussed. Most writing on scholarship takes its cue from the work of Boyer (1990). Boyer was a senior figure in higher education, at one point Chancellor of the State University of New York who developed an account of what it means to be a scholar. He developed a view on teaching and research activities in the modern university and came up with a conceptualization of scholarship encompassing four-dimensional functions [described as follows in Scanlon (2013) (p. 13)]:

- **discovery**, the creation of new knowledge in a specific area or discipline,
- **integration**, creating knowledge across disciplines,
- **application**, engagement with the wider world outside academia, but still based on the scholar's disciplinary knowledge and background, and
- **teaching**, applying scholarship to inform teaching.

What Boyer was considering in his account of scholarship was the working of an individual university. To some degree, his account was designed as a corrective to his perception that time spent by faculty on research (an idea that was only introduced to universities in America in the early years of the twentieth century) was at the expense of time that could be spent on teaching and other academic service. He introduced the idea that a wider conceptualization of scholarship would properly encompass other aspects of the legitimate and desirable activities of a university. He was also aware of the potential overlap between the categories or functions of scholarship and saw the need for a holistic view of scholarship:

> The work of the scholar also means stepping back from one's investigation, looking for connections, building bridges between theory and practice, and communicating one's knowledge effectively to students. (Boyer, 1990, p. 16)

This work on scholarship has been very influential. It led to further consideration of how the different aspects of scholarship could be improved or measured. In terms of the scholarship of teaching, it was an important move to emphasize that it is not the same as teaching itself. Successive commentators have elaborated on the important features of the scholarship of teaching being public, open to critique and evaluation and conducted in a form upon which others can build [see, e.g., Friesen et al. (2016)]. Another example of elaboration is that of Glassick et al. (1997) and Glassick (2000). These developed some assessment criteria for application to each of the categories described above. There have been several points made by commenters on this influential contribution to the purposes of a university. For some commenters, as the context is limited to level of the individual university, this can prevent or limit understanding of the links between scholarship and working with other
institutions and the broader global knowledge learning system [see, e.g., Johnston (1998) and Borgman (2007)].

However, there is a need to revisit these categories of scholarship. In the view of Johnston:

Knowledge has expanded and new subjects continue to form as disciplines connect and overlap the scholarship of integration becomes more important. (Johnston 1998, p. 260)

Boyer’s focus on the individual academic scholar [see, e.g., Pearce et al. (2010)] means that direct insight from his work into networks of digital scholarship or institutional engagement with digital scholarship is limited. However, he also was aware of the importance of collaboration and networks:

The connectedness of things is what a university is all about, and I believe the great university of the future will be described as a community of scholars. [extract from Boyer (1994)]

There are some aspects of Boyer’s framework that have troubled some researchers. Some dimensions of the framework do overlap especially when the digital turn enters into the discussion of categories of scholarship. One example is the relationship between the use of open educational resources (OER) for teaching and open access for publishing research. McAndrew et al. (2010) cite the work of Borgman (2007) that points to several new capabilities offered by information technology at different stages of research projects and the potential shifts in the system of scholarly communication, publishing in journals, books, and conference proceedings. As a consequence they wonder “whether the open practices developed in relation to the use of OER (open educational resources) for teaching have any impact on the extent to which researchers value the open access movement for scholarly publishing or vice versa” (McAndrew et al., 2010).

Colebeck and Michael (2006) discuss the way that public scholarship could provide for a focus and way of integrating Boyer’s four domains of scholarship.

Academic work need not be subdivided…. Individual faculty may conduct academic work in an integrated way, using their research to inform their teaching, their service and teaching as sources of ideas for their research, and their teaching as opportunities to provide service to the community as well as foster student learning. (Colebeck and Michael, 2006, p. 10)

There is potentially an artificial divide between the four domains of scholarship as originally outlined by Boyer and an increasing understanding of the different stages of scholarship. These stages can include the formation of projects, the processes by which they proceed and are advanced and the output stage. The output stage can include increasingly varied and differentiated outputs of research, and more nuanced types of impact on society whether on teaching within the University and the formation of curricula, whether by journals, books or conference proceedings or more informal methods of communication, or by impact on the application of research findings to interdisciplinary problem-solving. One small example of this is the shift toward considering the data collected with projects itself as a research output [see, e.g., Borgman (2007) and Pearce et al. (2010)].

The move to the digital context suggests that the boundaries between stages can be overstated (Boyer accepted the categories were overlapping) and are likely to be blurred even further. Another aspect of the Boyer framework in the contemporary landscape which needs further consideration is that the “teaching” dimension should include the learning of new skills (particularly those required for digital scholarship). Scanlon (2013) discusses a research project during which an expanded working definition of digital scholarship was produced which builds on, but also seeks to address, some of the limitations of Boyer’s framework.

THE INFLUENCE OF TECHNOLOGY ON THE MOVE TO DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP

All activities are changed by the introduction of technology. Scholarship is no exception. A useful theoretical perspective on the way human activity is influenced by technology is provided by Cultural Historical Activity Theory (Engeström, 1987, 1991). In this view, the aspects of human activity especially social activity are mediated by artifacts. These artifacts can include language, technology, tools, and signs. Communication technology is one such artifact which is having an impact both on the conduct and communication of scholarship. As Nyiri points out

Communication technologies from cave painting to the printed page have always influenced the very nature of the knowledge they communicated. (Nyiri, 2003, p. 56)

The consideration of how the mediation of activities affects human behavior is stated powerfully by Saljö.

Technological development runs through human history and it has contributed to changing our daily activities many times. Human learning has always been a matter of mastering tools of different types…we have to consider the unit we are studying is people in action using tools of some kind. (Saljö, 1999, p. 147)

The knowledge society as Castells points out is characterized

Not (by) the centrality of knowledge and information but by the application of such knowledge and information to knowledge generation and information processing/communications devices, in a cumulative feedback loop between innovation and the uses of innovation. (Castells, 1996, p. 32)

It is in the context of these commentaries that we need to consider the impact of the use of computing and communication technologies on scholarship.
CHALLENGES FOR DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP

There are set of challenges for researchers in the area to consider: I pose these as questions. Some of these have been discussed earlier, I would like to encourage submissions to this journal specialty on digital scholarship exploring these potential areas and other relevant research questions:

- What is meant by digital scholarship?
- What kinds of digital scholarship are engaging academics and researchers?
- How do academics learn digital scholarship practices within particular networks?
- How can institutions facilitate scholarship practices by enabling access to digital resources and supporting use of digital resources?
- How can digital scholarship practices challenge institutional structures and processes, for example, for promotion?
- How do specific media/devices/technologies mediate scholarship practices?
- How is new technology constructing the landscape influencing scholarly practices?
- Are there any aspects of the design of the new technological infrastructure that make this easier or harder?
- What roles do interactions with others facilitated by social networking play in this?
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